This paper presents an online method for the assessment of the dynamic performance of the chassis frame in a heavy-duty dump truck based on a novel stochastic subspace identification (SSI) method. It introduces the use of an average correlation signal as the input data to conventional SSI methods in order to reduce the noisy and nonstationary contents in the vibration signals from the frame, allowing accurate modal properties to be attained for realistically assessing the dynamic behaviour of the frame when the vehicle travels on both bumped and unpaved roads under different operating conditions. The modal results show that the modal properties obtained online are significantly different from the offline ones in that the identifiable modes are less because of the integration of different vehicle systems onto the frame.
Introduction
The chassis frame in a heavy-duty truck is often subjected to extreme loads because the vehicle operates in different development areas, such as mining and construction sites where the road condition is commonly very poor and with high risks for driving. The frame is needed to be not only strong enough to withstand complicated loads but also sufficiently rigid to undertake high dynamic shocks, twists and vibrations due to excitations of road irregularities. To meet these requirements, an accurate understanding of dynamic properties including modal frequency, damping and shapes for the frame is necessary to minimize occurrences operating with structural resonances which may cause excessive dynamic stresses and result in structure failures, ride safety problem, ride discomfort and high noise and vibration. In addition, accurate knowledge of these dynamic properties is also important to optimize the structures for a lightweight frame which are being paid more attention in recent years for improving fuel efficiency and reducing greenhouse effects.
However, it has been found that most of studies employ a combination of finite element (FE) analysis and an experimental verification [1] [2] [3] to determine the dynamic properties. During the experimental verification, the free frame without the integration of other components is excited by controlled or known inputs such as impulsive forces by an impact hammer. Then, both the input excitation and output responses are measured to estimate the modal parameters. The results obtained offline can be an important reference for predicting the dynamics of overall system in a vehicle design process. However, in reality, the frame is assembled with different subsystems and can behave very differently because of the effect of added distribution masses and different non-standard constraints which are difficult to be modelled in FE calculation and are measured through conventional controlled excitations. Therefore, an online identification method is more appreciated in order to obtain the real dynamic behaviours when the frame is applied by different dynamic loads when the vehicle operates close to its real applications. The results obtained in such way can then provide reliable supports for assessing and refining the overall dynamic performance of a vehicle.
Amongst the many different techniques of obtaining the dynamic properties, the operational modal analysis (OMA) has the most potential for online applications because it needs only output data which is easier to be obtained. Therefore, it has been used widely for the analysis of different civil structures [4] [5] [6] . Furthermore, many variants of OMA can be potentially useful for online dynamics analysis of the frame [7] [8] . In comparative studies in the reference-based stochastic subspace identification (SSI/ref) [7] method was deemed to be a more accurate, robust and efficient identification for OMA [9] and have been intensively explored recently in the field of ambient vibration data based modal identification.
Moreover, by considering the road excitations as random inputs, subspace identification methods were investigated to estimate the vehicle handling dynamic model and predict the vehicle handling performances [10] [11] using data from road tests. Therefore, this study is also based on this approach to implement the online analysis of frame dynamic responses.
However, as the road excitations are not completely stationary and the response data can be heavily influenced by different noises such as secondary vibrations from the components connected to the frame and interfering excitations from power trains , it has been found that the direct use of measured signals, including their covariances as the input for the SSI/ref algorithm, can lead to numerous deceptive modes and it is difficult to obtain a consistent result for the frame dynamics analysis. This means that a noise suppression method is required to pre-process the measured signals to improve the signal to noise ratio (SNR) significantly for effective use of SSI/ref methods. On the other hand, the so-called Natural Excitation Technique (NExT) uses the correlation technique for modal identification. It was shown that the cross-correlation signals between two responses to white-noise inputs are of the same form as free vibration decay or impulse responses. In studies of [12] and [13] , the use of cross-correlation functions between response channels were proposed and shown effectiveness for both stationary and non-stationary white noise ambient excitation signals for modal parameters identification. Based on these studies including the super performance of correlation function in extracting periodic signals in strong noisy data, an average correlation signal based SSI/ref is therefore proposed to suppress the noise and nonstationary responses measured on the frame the for identifying its dynamic properties.
The rest of the paper has four further sections. Section 2 outlines the theoretical background in developing the average correlation signal based SSI . Section 3 verifies the performance of the method by using an offline test. Section 4 presents the results and discussion for the modal parameters obtained through online identification. Finally, the conclusions are given in Section 5.
Background and Methodology

Frame vibration responses
As illustrated in Fig. 1 , the frame concerned in this study is used in a 25 ton heavy duty dump truck. Its structure has been newly optimized for increased strength, handling stability and lightweight performance.
By using offline FE analysis and hammer based modal test evaluation, the new frame was confirmed to have a frequency increase of about 5 Hz for the first 10 modes below 100Hz but its weight was 4.3% less than the original one. To validate these improvements in real operations this study develops an online modal analysis method to assess the dynamic characteristics of the frame through vibration measurements. In particular, it is to check and evaluate if any significant vibration modes occur when the vehicle operates on different unpaved roads under loaded and unloaded conditions. However, as the vehicles often operate on temporary unpaved roads which have very oscillatory surfaces with many large valleys and sharp summits. It means that the frame can be subjected to very high dynamic loads due to these primary excitations. In addition, its power train, cab, joints and containers also cause significant secondary excitations which make measured signals very unclean. As shown in Fig. 2 , the vibration signals, which
were measured with twelve acceleration sensors uniformly distributed on the frame, illustrated in Fig. 1 when the vehicle traveled on an unpaved roads at about 20km with load condition, show that the signals are very nonstationary with many local large responses. Their corresponding spectra show that the signal energy is mainly below 10Hz due to the responses of suspension system effects. However, the frequency range from 10Hz to 100Hz, which is of interest for the frame dynamic analysis, show much lower amplitudes and wider spread patterns. These show that the vibration contents contain high levels of noise and interfering components. Therefore, it is difficult to perform modal analysis using conventional OMA methods. The stochastic subspace identification is developed from the state-space equations. For a vibration system with degrees of freedom (DOF) system with measurements, they are expressed as
where the system matrix is ∆ , the output allocation matrix ∈ , ∈ is process noise vector, ∈ the measurement noise vector to the output equation with output vector ∈ , and state variable vector:
which is derived from the vibration system 
Using the past reference sub-matrix from ( ) channels and future sub-matrix , a covariance matrix between all outputs and the reference channels can be calculated and gathered in a block Toeplitz matrix as
It can be shown that this Toeplitz matrix decomposes as
where A is the discrete state matrix, C is the discrete output matrix. Therefore, the Toeplitz matrix can be based on to estimate the observability and reference-reserved controllability matrix by applying the singular decomposition to it.
In which only the significant non-zero singular values are reserved and those close to zeros due to noise influences are ignored, leading to
Based on Eq. (9) and (10), the system matrix can be constructed to be the first rows of and is the last columns of . Consequently, the system matrix A can be found by using another shifted block Toeplitz matrix through
which is due to the relationship of | C . This means that the system matrices , in Eq.
(1) can be recovered using the output covariance data matrices. However, in practice, the data length j is limited and therefore, the covariance expressed in Eq. (6) are just estimates. It means that these estimates may vary from measurements to measurements when data contains inevitable nonstationary contents, which will results in uncertainties in identification results. Moreover, when the SNR of measurements is low, the identification results may not be convergent.
In addition, because of the influences of different noises, the higher singular values in Eq. (8) are not zeros, which makes it difficult to identify the system order . Therefore, it is often necessary to use a stabilization diagram to determine and corresponding model parameters.
Conventionally, the stabilization diagram is constructed by the increments of system order at a fixed row number. However, recent studies [10] [14] [15] show that the efficiency and accuracy of identification also depend on the variation of the row number the Hankel matrix and hence lead to an alternative stabilization diagram that is formed by consecutive increments of the row number at a fixed order and show more effectiveness, compared with the conventional one. However, it needs to specify first which is usually unknown for most applications. To overcome this shortage, this study constructs the alternative stabilization diagram by varying the order simultaneously at each increment . This then ensures that significant modes can be selected automatically without the need to specify the in advance.
Eigen realization algorithm with data correlation (ERA/DC)
However, in implementing Cov-SSI, as the data length is limited, the covariances expressed in Eq. (5) are just estimates. It means that these estimates may vary from measurements to measurements.
Especially when data contains inevitable nonstationary effects and high noise contents, identification results will have high uncertainties. To overcome these shortages, many researches have been made over year. Of particular interest is the ERA based approaches as they can produce superior identification results with both the conventional impulse response data [16] and the latest correlation data induced by white noise inputs [17] .
As shown in [18] the correlation signal between two responses from white noise excitations is equivalent to the impulse responses of a dynamic system. It means that the correlation signal can be used directly for the time domain based identification methods. In [19] [20], the correlation signals were employed to construct the block Hankel matrix in implementing the standard ERA developed based on impulse inputs, rather than a white noise. These show that from the scheme of ERA based identification, matrix in Eq. (5) can be viewed as the impulse responses i.e. the Markov parameters in ERA. In this way, Cov-SSI is the same as ERA and the improvements made on ERA can be applied to Cov-SSI.
To reduce noise influences, Juang et al [21] improves ERA by using correlation data of impulse responses, and named it as ERA with data correlation (ERA/DC). As shown in ERA/DC, the correlation data of the block Hankel matrix constructed from impulse responses also consists of the information of system matrix. It means that a further correlation of the correlation matrix of Eq. (5) can be calculated by Eq. (12) for system identifications.
( ) ( ) 0
where the zero-lag correlation 0 . According to this relationship and the way constructing the Eq. (5), a new block Toeplitz matrix can be constructed from the further correlation data and named as the further correlation matrix, which can be expressed as
As this block Toeplitz matrix also contains the information of system matrix in the format as Eq. (6), the SVD process expressed in Eqs. (4) can be applied to it to estimate the system matrix A and subsequently calculate modal parameters using Eqs (4). However, as the effect of more noise reduction and possible nonstationary suppression due to the further correlation operations, this further correlation matrix based SSI will give more accurate results, which will be evaluated in next section.
Average correlation signal based covariance driven stochastic subspace identification (Acs-Cov-SSI)
To reduce the deficiency of in implementing Cov-SSI/ref, the correlation signals between sensors are taken as the input. Moreover, the correlation signal can be considered as the free-vibration decay or the impulse responses of a dynamic system [12] and has been used in various time domain based identification methods.
As the correlation signals are equivalent to the impulse responses whose spectra are infinitely wide in theory. Thus, they can be taken unsurprisingly to be the output of state-space equation corresponding to white noise excitations, which meets the fundamental assumption when SSI scheme is developed.
Subsequently, a Hankel data matrix as expressed in Eq. (5) can be constructed using the correlation signals, rather than the raw response signals. In the same way, their covariance data matrixes of correlation signals also have the form as Eq. (7). Therefore, a correlation signal based Cov-SSI/ref can be implemented for SSI.
However, the correlation signals estimated from one data record is often not sufficiently effective to suppress the noise and nonstationary influences when their contents are very high, such as that of the vibration responses of the truck fame presented in section 2.1. Usually, there are multiple data records available which may be collected under similar or different operating conditions. Thus, it is natural to combine these records together for obtaining a more reliable identification result. As correlation signals can be calculated using a specified reference sensor for all different records, the phase information between different records can be preserved by these reference-based correlation signals and hence an average of the correlation signals can be performed between different data recodes. The average will thus enhance the contents with regular or periodic components by suppressing the irregular random contents in different data records. Particularly, the component that associates with one of the system modes is often the more significant one. Moreover, its auto-correlation signal of the reference sensor always has a zero-phase in different data records. Therefore, the average of the auto-correlation signals from different records effectively improves the SNR of the resultant correlation signals. Simultaneously, as cross-correlation signals maintain the relative phase connections to the reference signals, the average also enhances the desired regular components and suppresses the noise contents. Specifically, the average correlation signals can be obtained by following key steps:
1) Obtain K numbers of data segments from channels measurements either by using multiple measurement records or segregating a very long record into small ones.
2) Select a reference channel such as p which may have better SNR through a spectrum analysis or an analytical analysis to estimate which of the sensors is less influenced by interferences. For instance, as the engine and power train may cause more influences on the sensors in the front of the frame.
The one of the sensors at rear can be used as the reference.
3) Calculate the auto-and cross-correlation signals of each segment with N samples for different channels 1, 2 … when taking the channel p as the reference channel:
which can be calculated using the fast Fourier transform(FFT) algorithm to improve overall identification efficiency. 
It will show that using the correlation signal and its average will significantly improve the SNR of input data and result in more accurate, robust and efficient identification.
Verification of the average correlation signal based SSI
To verify the suggested method, two offline tests were conducted when the frame was at free status. The first one is a standard hammer test in which both inputs and outputs are used for modal identification by the commercial software. The second one is a random hammer test in which only the outputs are used to determine the modal parameters by the proposed Acs-Cov-SSI method. In addition, FEM was also used to calculate the modes for further benchmarking the test results.
Modal characteristics from a standard hammer test
During the standard hammer test, both the input hammer force and the vibration responses at points shown in Fig. 1(a) are recorded and the modal parameters are determined using the commercial software provided with a PolyLSCF method abbreviated from the multi reference point based least square method in the complex frequency domain. The test needs to be performed particularly carefully in order to reduce errors due to inadequate hammering points, hitting amplitudes, force windowing and using an oversampling mechanism for logging the force signal. The HyperWorks software was used to in the FEM in which the frame in Fig. 1(a) was modelled with 54503 units consisting of 27 basic components. Table 1 depicts key parameters in FEM. From the grid arrangement and necessary calculation parameters, first ten vibration modes in the low frequency range below 100Hz are obtained by HyperWork software. Fig. 4 
Modal characteristics a random hammer test with Acs-Cov-SSI
During the random hammer test, four hammers with rubber heads hit the frame at Points 3, 4, 9 and 10 simultaneously, but with a random manner, as the continuous hits were achieved by four different people running the hammer with different forces and different rates. In this way, the excitations produced are similar to the situation when the vehicle travels on unpaved roads. During the continuous impacts, the 12 acceleration responses are recorded at 1000Hz for 10 times, each lasting for 100 seconds, in order to achieve sufficient averages for obtaining good correlation signals in implementing the Acs-Cov-SSI.
As shown in Fig. 5 , the short segments of acceleration responses at sensor 3, 4, 5 and 6 exhibit clear nonstationary phenomena due to the impacts. However, their noise contents are relatively low compared with the signals in Fig. 1 , as their spectra show distinctive peaks due to modal responses. To suppress the nonstationary and noisy effects, each data record is divided into 10 equal segments after applying a low pass filtering with a 100Hz cutoff frequency. Thus, the averages for correlation signal calculation can be up to 100 times, allowing sufficient noise suppression. Fig.6 (a) , it can be observed that more than 12 modes can be extracted based on the stable modes across the row increment. Firstly, the modes at the potential frequency bin of ±0.5Hz are selected to be candidates when the occurrence rate across the last 30 rows is more than 50%.
Then, these candidates are further refined by keeping only those of their modal assurance criterion (MAC) [22] . and damping ratio values within 0.1 and ±0.1 respectively. Finally, the mean values of frequencies, damping ratios and modal shapes from the selected modes are taken as the identification results. Table 2 . However, the damping values obtained from Acs-Cov-SSI are slightly higher. This difference may stem from the deficiency of damping ratio estimation with SSI based methods [15] . Nevertheless the difference can be acceptable because the variation of damping ratio values is agreed between the two methods. Therefore, the test proves that the proposed method can achieve the same accuracy as that of the commercial one.
However, the proposed method uses output-only data and with little restriction to excitations. It means that it can be easily implemented and hence particularly suitable for online identification. Moreover, a comparison of stabilization diagrams is made between different averages applied to the correlation signals when the raw signals are added by more than 30% random noise. From the stabilization diagrams in Fig. 7 it can be seen that the spurious modes due to noise become less with larger averages, resulting in a clearer diagram. In the meantime, the potential modes at 51Hz and 65Hz
become more identifiable. This shows the high effectiveness of the average of correlation functions.
4．Characterization of the modal responses to different roads
The vehicle is designed to operate mainly in different development sites where the road condition is usually unpaved with very poor condition. Fig. 8 (b) shows an example of such roads on which current tests are based. The road has very oscillating profiles with many large valleys and sharp summits.
Obviously, these severe road conditions will cause severe dynamic loads and high vibrations to the frame and also cause difficulties to handling the vehicle. To asses these effects, two road tests were carried out on both the roads with speed bumps and without any pavements, respectively, as shown in Fig 8(a) and (b). The first one is to evaluate the frame dynamic responses when the vehicle passes successive bumps which induce extreme excitations. During this test, the vehicle accelerated to about 20km/h first. Then, its engine was shut down to let the vehicle slide across a number of consecutive bumps. As the bump produces high impacts and there are no engine excitations, the data will have good SNR for identification. During the unpaved road test, the vehicle traveled at about 20km/h for both loaded and unloaded cases, which are typical operating modes for such vehicles as they often repeat the same trips for transporting materials in-site.
(a)
For each test case, more than 10 data records with a sampling rate of 1000Hz were obtained. Each record lasts about 6 minutes or 360,000 samples, yielding a sufficient data length of (1,800) for correlation signal calculation when segregating each record into 20 short segments. Consequently, the number of averages can be more than 100 in order to suppress noise influence effectively for more accurate mode extraction. Fig. 9 shows the alternative stabilization diagram and corresponding identification results for the case when the vehicle travelled on the bumped road without load. As expected, a large number of modes can be identified because of the wide frequency excitations due to the large and sharp impacts induced by travelling across bumps. However, these modes behave very differently from that of the free-frame presented in Fig. 6 .
Modal characteristics on bumped road without load
Only one rigid mode at 3.772Hz is shown up as the excitations between two sides are nearly the same when the vehicle crosses the bumps forward. Because the engine and loading system are mounted in the front of the frame, the mode exhibits a high pitch motion at the rear part as the container is not loaded and can be activated by impacts of the bump.
For the modes from the frame responses, the smooth shapes for the first twist mode and bending mode identified previously are not shown because of the constraints of different subsystem and parts installed onto the frame. Instead, six modes identified in the frequency range from 7.135Hz to 40.87Hz, in which the spectrum amplitudes are high, exhibit local twist or bending profiles. However, according to the modal shapes, it can be deduced that high relative deformations of the frame occur at sensor positions of 3, 4, 5 and 6. It indicates that the frame is subject to high dynamic loads at these positions and the stiffness at this part of the frame may need to be improved. In addition, it is worth noting that the modes at 7.135Hz and 11.04Hz may affect the handling stability as their frequency values are very low and close to the resonances of the tyres. For the modes at frequencies higher than 45Hz, there are also little similarities with that of free frame status. Although the mode at 51.16Hz shows close frequency and damping values to that of 51.18Hz, the two shapes are different because the effect of additional joints on the frame. Moreover, the modes in this frequency range are associated with lower vibration energy, so they may induce less dynamic loads.
However, their vibrations and associated noise can bring problems to ride comforts and environmental pollution.
From the above discussion, it can be concluded that travelling across bumps allows a good online identification of the modes associating with the frame. The result obtained online is very different from that obtained offline. In general, the online results show more modes below 45Hz and modal frequencies are about 2Hz lower compared with the offline results. However, the modal shapes are very different between the two methods. Moreover, the online results reflect the true dynamics of the frame and are the final references to assess the performance of the frame and the vehicle. Fortunately, the suggested method in the study allows the online identification to be implemented without any difficulties.
Modal characteristics on unpaved roads without load
When the vehicle travels on unpaved roads with layouts as illustrated in Fig. 8(b) , the road excitations are relatively more random between different wheels. Therefore, the three common rigid modes: pitch, rolling and bounce of the vehicle are more likely to be excited. As shown in Fig. 10(b) , the first three modes at 1.057Hz, 3.201Hz and 3.844Hz just correspond to these motions respectively.
As the unpaved roads cause smaller excitations, less significant modes can be excited and more spurious modes due to noise are shown in the stabilization diagram of Fig. 10(a) . However, it is still not difficult to extract the modes at 7.307Hz, 11.15Hz, 54.11Hz and 63.93Hz which show similar frequency and damping values with that of the bumped roads. In addition, their modal shapes are close to each other.
The modes at 37.71Hz and 57.96Hz may correspond to that at 40.87Hz and 63.88Hz respectively as their modal shapes are very similar. However, the noise influences account for such differences in their frequency and damping values. 
Modal characteristics on unpaved roads with load
When the vehicle is loaded it travels more smoothly, which leads to less noise influences and hence a clearer stabilization diagram and more identifiable modes as shown in Fig. 11 . However, the dynamic behavior of the vehicle system, including the frame, changes significantly because ofthe loading mass which can be partly associated to the frame and alter the inherent modes. As shown in Fig. 11 , the identified modes for the loaded vehicle show significant differences from those of unloaded ones even though the road conditions are similar. A clear effect of the associated mass is the change of the bounce mode, as it can be seen in Fig. 11(b) , the rigid bounce occurs more severely at 2.004Hz, which is nearly 2Hz lower compared with that of 3.844Hz for the unloaded case. In addition, the damping value is significantly higher due to the nonlinear effect of the suspension system. However, the modes with more rolling at 3.114Hz and 3.865Hz are similar to the unloaded case in terms of the frequency and damping values.
Correspondingly, the effect of the associated mass also makes the structural responses of the frame occur at lower frequency values. Especially, more modes in the lower frequency range start from about 5.834Hz to 40Hz. Moreover, the modal shapes of these modes also show high relative deformation around sensor positions 3, 4, 5 and 6, indicating that this portion of the frame is subjected to high dynamic loads, similar to the unloaded cases. Therefore, the structure of the frame should be further improved to enhance the stiffness in the parts. However, the mode at 11Hz is not shown, indicating that there may be less interaction to the tyre systems and hence the brake performance can be maintained under loaded conditions.
In the higher frequency range, the modal shapes show combined twists and bends. However, as their corresponding spectral amplitudes are very low, they may not cause significant dynamic loads to the frame but add to ride discomfort. Especially, all these modes show more oscillatory profiles in the front of the frame which can pass to the cab system easily.
Conclusions
In order to assess the dynamic performance of the frame in a heavy duty dump truck, an online modal analysis is carried out using an improved SSI method. As the frame is subjected to high random excitations under the designed operating roads, the vibration responses exhibit highly nonstationary and contain strong noise influences. These challenge the conventional SSI methods, such as the most promised reference based covariance driven stochastic subspace identification (Cov-SSI/ref), to produce a convergent result. However, the proposed average correlation signals based Cov-SSI/ref can suppress these influences effectively and allow an efficient and reliable modal parameter identification.
By offline verification, the proposed method can produce identification results that are consistent with those from the commercial software using both the input and output measurements. Moreover, as the proposed method is more robust to noise influence, less demand for excitation conditions, and only relies on output responses, it can be easily realized for the online mode identification of the truck frame when it is integrated with full subsystems and when the vehicle operates under real operations.
When the vehicle crosses successive speed bumps the proposed method results in more identifiable modes because of the extreme excitations induced by the bumps. However, the mode number is still three less and modal parameters are significantly different compared with the offline results. The modal shapes from the offline results do not give clear indication of the part with high relative deformation. On the other hand, the online results clearly show that high relative deformation happens at sensor positions 3, 4, 5, and 6 where the frame is less rigged.
When it operates on the unpaved roads which are typical cases for various building and mining sites, the identifiable modes are less because of the smaller excitations on the roads. Without load, the frame shows about six modes but they can also indicate the high deformation position at the higher speed due to the higher excitations. However, when the vehicle is loaded, identifiable modes all shift to lower frequencies and the weak position can be also indicated by the modal shapes. In addition more modes are identifiable because of less noise effect when the vehicle operates relatively smoother under the loaded condition. In addition, the modes at 7.135Hz and 11.04Hz may affect the handling stability as their frequency values are close to the resonances of the tires.
Based on this successful online modal analysis, it has proved the performance of the proposed method.
Moreover, it produces a realistic assessment of the dynamic characteristics of the frame and gives accurate locations where the frame needs to be improved further with higher rigidness.
